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"Eat It Here or Take It Home" 
ORTMAN'S 
New England Bakery 
214-216 North 16th Street 
New Public Market 
First National Bank Hayden Bros 
Nebraska 
Tent & Awning 
Company 
120-4 Farnam Street HENRY s. McDONALD 
Phones Douglas 3329 and 3330 OMAHA. NEB. 
UKIMONE Rer'cl 231 Keeline Building 
Utility Slip-on 17th Street 
W. FRED HA \VCK & Co. 
Artistic Science and Technique 
Tailors and Importers OMAHA 
WEAR 
KIRKENDALL SHOES 
MADE IN OMAHA 
F. P. KIRKENDALL~ CO. 
MANUPACTUI.EI.S 
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DE LUXE DANCING I ACADEMY 
OPPOSITE HOTEL FONTENELLE 
Party Night Every Tuesday Eve 
Rohan's 8-Piece Orchestra featuring Francis Potter, Famous 
Jazz Banjoist 
Make up your little party and be with us every Tuesday night 
Girls under 18 years of age positively not admitted 
REFRESHMENTS SER VED FREE 
Grand Ball Every Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday and Sunday 
Evening- Sunday Afternoon Matinee · 
A Respectable Place for Respectable People 
Better Your Letter 
USE EMBOSSED STATIONERY 
THEN. C. LEARY COMPANY 
ENGRAVING AND PRINTING 
716 South 15th Street 
Phone Douglas 1860 
For the Boys At the Front 
SPORTING GOODS 
Sweaters, Jerseys, Leather Cl~tliing 
Kodaks and Supplies · 
THE TOWNSEND GUN CO. 
1514 Farnam Street 
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Otrpt)eUtJ1 Gatrolet) 
1415-17 Harney Street 
Music by A dams' Colored ] ass Band 
A la Carte Lunch At All Hours 
Chicken Dinners, Country Style, a Specialty 
Soda Fountain Service 
MUSIC Continued from 3:30 p. m. to 12:30 Every Day 
ENTERTAINMENT EVERY EVENING 
From 8:30 p. m. to 12:30 a. m. 
MERCHANTS' LUNCH, 25c, from 11 a. m. to 8 p. m. 
LADIES ESPECIALLY INVITED 
CCC Carom and Pocket Billiard Parlors LARGEST AND FINEST IN THE CITY 1511 HARNEY STREET 
Meeting Place for the. Students- Popular Prices 




2809-11 Leavenworth St. 
Phone Harney 103 




And Use the Check System 
17th and Harney Sts. 
Keeline Bldg. Basement 
H ENSCHKE BROS. Omaha 
WE WOULD APPRECIATE 
YOUR PATRONAGE 
Washington Shirt & Hat Co. 
J . KA TLEMAN & S ONS 
Sixteenth and Farnam Sts. 
When You T hink of Motion 
Pictures, Don't You T hink of 
The Strand? 
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The University of Nebraska 
College of Medicine 
Offers splendid opportunities for medical educa-
tion. 
U nexcelled laboratories, complete in every detail. 
Clinic.al opportunities for each individual student 
exceptionally favorable. 
New University Hospital open for teaching pur-
poses. 
Two college years are required for admission to 
Freshman Class. 
For further information address The Dean 
University of Nebraska, College of Medicine 
42nd and Dewey Avenue OMAHA, NEBRASKA 
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OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE NEBRASKA MEDICAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
VENGEANCE IS MINE 
Placed carelessly but perhaps on purpose, there is a room on the 
main floor of the school building. Around this room there is the air 
of mystery. It is just a common room. There are no pictures on its 
walls. There are no chairs in it for one to sit down upon. Two rows 
of telltale hooks are the only things in the room that express without 
words its purpose. In one corner the walls are stained with tobacco-
spit which some of the refined members of the student body placed there 
when they could not find a convenient radiator. Cigarette snipes may 
be found at any time on the floor of this room. It is a homely room. 
It is out of proportion and is a waste of very valuable space. This. 
room belongs to the school, but t here are squatters there and with 
them, this article deals. 
The type of squatters is different from the ordinary squatter that 
one finds squatting along the river bottoms. The squatters who 
have taken this room for themselves are men, not cut-throats, but 
cut-ups perhaps. These men are supposed to be nearing t he time when 
the world will look at them and call them scientists and doctors. A 
number of them, but not all, chew tobacco and very nearly all of them 
may be seen between classes with a cigarette in their hand or mouth. 
They are noisy and bull-headed to such a degree that it pains one to 
see or hear them talking among themselves. These squatters are 
ruled mostly by mob-rule. They have no honor and very poor spirit. 
When angered to a high degree, these men go in for blood and they 
are in no way particular whose .blood they spill. Such a type as this 
has taken the room by brute force and they seem to hold it unmolested 
except in instances. The squatters seem to have a rule among them-
selves that no one except themselves shall hang their wraps in this. 
room. History does not tell us who made this rule or how it came: 
about, but it is generally known that the owners of this room did not 
make it. 
We are for the present only interested in two of this band. The 
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one a full member and the other only a partial member. The one 
we shall call the Hawk and the other the Owl. The Hawk is a t all 
awkward individual. His bones are long and irregular. Nature in 
building his frame must have been trying to see how high she could 
pile a stack of bones before t hey would tumble. To see t he Hawk 
walking aimlessly up t he street, his limp arms dangling, the long, 
lurching fling of his knee-sprung legs grating against each other, one 
holds his breath for fear t hat at any moment the awkward stack is 
going to tobble over and a basket will be needed to pick up t he mussed-
up parts. The Owl is short and plump young thing. He is as graceful 
as Dr. Guenther, entering the lecture room. He was good to look at 
and combs his hair a la Poynter. The marked characteristic of the Owl 
is his look of determination which expresses itself in his forehead, 
which is arched like a cows. In these two individuals we are for present 
interested. 
In times long since passed t he squatters used to admit anyone 
to their circle without question, but of late, years t hey refuse to do 
this. Anyone who now tries to enter the circle does so at his own peril. 
The Owl, until this year, had lived his life among men of sterling 
worth, men of character, gentlemen from the very sole of their shoes 
to the tops of their heads. He had been one of them and was welcomed 
into t heir midst and all that they asked of him was, that he worked 
and worked honestly and diligently. This the Owl could not do and 
when he saw the carefree life of the squatter it appealed to him and 
he decided to become one of them. With dogged determination and 
wit h all his craftiness the Owl finally wormed his way into the squatters 
circle and the new moon looked down upon another soul taking t he 
way of least resistence to eternity. The Owl never could return to 
his former friends, he must for all time3, remain a squatter. 
The Hawk had been born and bread a squatter. From his baby-
hood he had had to fight his way. He was not a coward. He could 
fight and fight well, but did not like to for it required exertion. He 
hated anything that required exertion. At times, he forgot his hate of 
exertion, and went into battle to fight until the bitter end , until he 
or his antagonist was a blood smeared mass and had to be carried from 
the scene. The Hawk had watched the Owl's entrance into the squat -
ter's circle rather skeptically. He did not like the Owl from t he very 
start. He knew t hat some day the Owl would do something that he 
(the Hawk) would not like and there would be a battle. The Owl 
sensed this same feeling for the Hawk. How could he help it when 
day after day he met those slurring glances and cutting remarks the 
Hawk had made at him. The circle of squat ters saw this fight coming 
and chuckled to themselves for t hese ingrates loved blood. In all 
the category of human cussedness, there is no trait that equals in 
snakelike meanness t hat which distinguishes the man called the ingrate. 
These added coal to the smoldering flame and the incident terminated 
rather unexpectedly for the laity of the school. 
The Owl had accident ly or on purpose bumped into the Hawk on 
t he morning of the eventful day. The Hawk was in bad humor, but 
said nothing on this occasion, but made a mental note of the insult . 
The Owl had been expecting an outburst and was angered when it 
was not forth-coming. The squatters had seen this and were disap-
pointed when no fight was started. In true ingrate fashion, they de-
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cided to take matters in to their own hands and bring forth the fight 
before the days sun had been cradled in the West. 
For some time a few strangers had been hanging their wraps in 
the coveted room. The squatters knew that the Owl had hung his 
clothes in the room also. The plan was this, that each squatter should 
remove his own clothes from the room and all the remaining clothes 
should be trampled in the dirt. This is true squatter custom. The 
Owl was not to be told and when he found that his clothes were thrown 
out he would blame the Hawk as the Hawk always leads these affairs. 
The Owl, in some manner, found out what was up, so he stationed 
himself at the door of the room at the appointed time for the raid. 
He was mad and mad clear thru. He was there to fight and there for 
blood. At the appointed time, the squatters rounded the corner, the 
Hawk, far in the lead and rushed in to the room. The first things the 
Hawk grabbed were the clothes of the Owl. He turned and started 
for the door to trample them into the dirt when the Owl's form loomed 
before him. The Hawk stopped and his anger gained. The Owl 
spoke first "Hand up them clothes ya dirty snake," he cried. "Go 
to H ...... ," returned the Hawk and then began the battle which 
still lives unparalleled in the history of the school. . 
The Hawk dropped the Owl's clothes on the floor and fell into the 
crouch that had been the death of so many men. Neither man spoke 
for each knew that he was facing someone who was just as much a 
fighter as he was. For the few brief seconds that they stood there, 
two brutes ready for battle, the expression on their faces told the 
story. Have you ever seen a wild cat ready for a charge, his eyes 
narrow, his mouth open, his cheeks retracted and his head arched. 
Well, these t wo looked like t hat. The Owl made the first lunge which 
the Hawk parried with honors ev,en. The Hawk swung a right to the 
jaw of the Owl stopped on his parotid gland. This blow would have 
felled the ordinary man, but the Hawk was not fighting the ordinary 
now. He was fighting an eraged beast who was insensible to pain. 
The Owl feinted and sent a left to the chin that sent the Hawk reeling 
backward and he hit the stone floor with a crash. Honors up to this 
time were even. The instant the Hawk hit the floor the Owl was on to 
of him and this move was his Waterloo. He had crossed the Rubicon. 
By a quick maneuver which to this day lives unexplained the Hawk 
slipped out from under the Owl and in the twinkling of an eye, had t he 
Owl pinned on the stone floor beneat h him. Now began the inflicting 
of the worst torture that any man in history ever received. The 
Christians persecuted before Nero were in paradise compared to the 
position the Owl was in. Rome never did see torture like the Hawk 
inflicted. The Hawk pulled out the Owl's hair by the handful. He 
scratched and hammered the Owls eyes until they were swollen, black 
and blue and almost closed. He rammed the Owl's face into the stone 
until the blood spurted from his mouth and nose. He twisted the Owl's 
arms until the bones were near broken. He did everything that a 
human mind could think of and the rest of the squatters stood and 
looked with great joy. This was fun to them. When the Hawk finished 
with the Owl he left him lying in a pool of his own blood, a terribly 
torn wrecked mass who carried the marks to his classes for many weeks. 
Since the fight the Owl has had nothing to say and his eyes are slowly 
returning to normal. The Owl has left the ranks of the squatters and 
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he is alone as he can not return to his former friends. The squatters 
are still in the room and doing as bad as ever. 
Will the squatter after this fight return and be a good fellow or 
will he go on as he has done in the past? He will go on as he has done in 
the past for once a squatter always a squatter. It affects the head. 
The question that arises now is which one was in the right if we 
leave the personal element out of the argument. The Owl had no 
business mixing with the squatters and the squatters have no more 
right to the room than anyone else. All that can be said is "Let well 
enough alone." What the school needs is harmoney,. 
. - AMEN. 
Look up the Watston Co. in Dunn & Bradstreet's and then see us 
about an order for paper or instruments. 
THE ROSARY 
The Silent Partner 
A physically impoverished, poverty-poor newsboy, with coral-
white lips lay on a cot in a city hospital. 
In a large front room, facing the morning sun, rested the wife of 
a rich man. 
A gentle nurse watched over them both-carried every day, from 
t he room of the rich woman, roses- thornless roses- to the poor lad's 
cot. The boy, in his keen young life, felt the impulse of sympathy 
-felt the silken tie, the silvery link of sympathy- sympathy that 
binds heart to heart, and mind to mind. 
Soon the roses began to grow on the boy's cheeks. Strength re-
turned, and that happy day known to most of us, arrived, the day when 
they mark on the register "Discharged cured." 
On leaving the hospital, the boy passed the door of the wealthy 
unknown woman. He asked permission to speak to her- to thank 
her. The rules deprived him. 
Reverently, sacredly, he drew from about his neck a talisman, and 
kissing the beads he sent them to the woman in the large front room-
sent them as a prayer for her speedy recovery. 
And she did recover much sooner than the physicians expected. 
Each had sent one of the links that hold this earth to heaven-sympathy 
Religions blush, religions veil their sacred fires, priests and preachers 
remain mute, when sympathy is sending its wonderful wireless from 
one human heart in distress to another soul in sadness. 
It is the hour that builds monuments for the one great belief-
a belief that is bigger than forms of worship, bigger than the early 
training of the Italian boy, or that of the American woman. Without 
words, both had breathed a prayer. One had sent roses; the other had 
sent the rosary. 
Both had kissed the cross. 
That box down in the locker room is for orders for school supplies, 
etc. If its full ( !) hand your order to Stony. 
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BOLSHEVISM 
The war has brought into existence in Russia a new and rampant 
democracy. A government of the soldiers and peasants. A govern-
ment of the masses and as the name bolsheviki indicates- of the 
majority. A majority truly of soldiers and peasants and to all appear-
ances an exclusion, not only of royalty, nobility and clergy, but also 
of capitalist, of the learned and of the expert. Surprising and unwise 
as such an arrangement must appear since it is tantamount to class 
government of the worst type, still it has not prepared us for the in-
timation that, it is said, has come from the Russian government that 
Ambassador Francis "would be held personally responsible for the life 
and liberty of Alexander Berkman and Emma Goldman," who were 
recently convicted of conspiracy to resist the draft law and were sen-
tenced to two years imprisonment. 
It is worth while pondering over the significance of this threat. 
It is an assertion of socialistic internationalism. When an American 
commits an offence in Turkey, he is not tried by a Turkish tribunal, but 
by an American court. So likewise when a socialist commits an offence 
in the United States, he is not to be tried by an American court, but 
by Russian popular opinion. The recent interest of the Russian "reds" 
in the Mooney case in San Francisco indicates that the picture has not 
been overdrawn. 
Readers of the Pulse may smile at the absurdity of such a situation, 
but bolshevikism is in the air. It is not necessary to go five thousand 
miles to Russia to find examples perilously like it. It has been rumored 
t hat in a progressive mid-western medical school the students of a 
class petitioned t he Dean for t he removal of an unpopular instructor 
on, practically a charge of incompetency. This act certainly may, 
to a degree, be defended but it is nevertheless, a fine example, in a local 
environment, of the unrest which has involved most of the world. 
To these students the fact that they were under obligation to the State 
for the privilege of being permitted to register in the school did not 
come into consideration; they cared nothing for the fact that not 
they, but the administration represents the expert opinion as to the 
value of t he instruction given; they made no allowance for the stress 
of the possible personal insult to a consciencious instructor and they 
least of all, were weighed down by any sense of duty which they owed 
to he institution, and the state. 
What else is this prevalent continued demand for privilege as a 
right; this dissatisfaction, criticism and unrest; this egotism that 
does not hesitate to judge where only experts have a right to judge; 
this unwillingness to feel and acknowledge duty- but bolshevism? 
HIGH COST OF LIVING 
Nell: "Eggs are getting so high that fried eggs will soon be used 
for hat trimmings." 
Stell: "Why not? I think the effect would be chic." 
"LOVELY FOOD!!" 
Winsome Wifey: "Music is the food of love." 
Lovesick Hubby: " Dear queen of queens, I have saved up $9.69. 
Do you think we could get a victrola and start light housekeeping?" 
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THE VIEW POINT OF THE COLLEGE 
The war brings to the medical college of the University, two prob-
lems: first, that of permitting every available man on the instructional 
staff who can be spared to go to the front; second, continuing medical 
instruction in order that men may be properly equipped for the great 
medical need during and after the war. To the appeal of the Govern-
ment for medical men the medical school has responded to the very 
limit . It would have been less than patriotic and u tterly craven had 
the medical school said that men can not be spared from the instruc-
tional staff, for army and navy service. Instead, every medical man 
who possibly could was urged to enlist-first, in order that he might 
serve his country; second, that he might bring back to the medical 
school richer store of medical experience and training. 
It is a duty incumbent upon the authorities of the medical school 
that t he positions held by men going to the front shall be kept open 
for them until t heir return. Were this not so every man making the 
sacrifice of enlistment would add to this sacrifice the loss of a teaching 
posit ion which means much in his professional career. To such men as 
Dr. Lord , Dr. Eggers, Dr. Johnson, Dr. Pratt, Dr. Anderson, Dr. Hall, 
Dr. Schrock, Mr. Thomas who have gone and to Dr. Stokes, Dr. E. 
L. Bridges, Dr. Hull, Dr. Patton and Dr. Potts who will go within the 
next two or three months the University authorities have said, " Your 
clinical teaching positions will be held intact awaiting your return." 
It would be a reasonably simple matter to fill the posts held by these 
men within a short time, but it would be unfair to the men at the front 
and an exhibition of the basest ingratitude on the part of those who 
remained at home. 
Few realize the tremendous amount of work loaded upon our clinical 
staff with the exigencies of the war. The Aviation Examining Unit, 
which has been in daily operation since August, 1917, examining from 
thirty to sixty men each day, has taken a dozen of our best clinical 
teachers from two to four hours daily during this period. The depar t-
ment of pathology and bacteriology has been called upon repeatedly 
to make examinations and analyses covering clinical pathology at 
Fort Omaha and at points throughout the state. It has been neces-
sary to call upon some of the men who have remained at home not only 
to double, but to treble the amount of t ime given to clinical teaching 
and this necessity will undoubtedly continue. Every student should 
feel that keenest sense of loyalty, patriotism and pride t hat so many 
of the clinical staff have been called and are willing to respond, and in 
the fact that so many activities relative to the war have been thrust 
upon the College of Medicine. Instead of selfishness, all students 
should exhibit the utmost loyalty to the men wh.o have gone that their 
glory and honor shall be ours and t hat when the medical history of the 
war shall have been written, Nebraska shall not be listed as lacking 
in ready response and positive endeavor. For the year 1918 and 1919, 
teachers who have almost wholly taught the senior class, will of neces-
sity become junior instructors also. They are glad and willing to take 
on the added duties that the good name of the University of Nebraska 
College of Medicine shall rise higher in the Nations' history. 
Instruments and school supplies- that's us- Watters and Stoney. 
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EPIPHYSITIS 
Harry G. Huffman 
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Epiphysitis is a term meaning inflammation of the Ephipiphyseal 
line. This disease is a form of Osteomyelitis, but itis quite distinct from 
it, the term Osteomyelitis being too vague since it includes not only 
this group, but many other conditions. So to be scientific, we must 
treat this problem by itself as t hough it were a separate disease. 
The disease is found in both sexes, but is more common in males 
than in females. Thompson and Miles give the proportion as 3 to 1, 
the age being all the way from 1 to 20, but more often between 13 and 
17 years, it being quite different in the two sexes. 
The cause of epiphysitis is an organism secreting pus, which is 
usually staphylococcus aureus. Trendel, when dealing with osteo-
myelitis in general, found staphylococcus, streptococcus and pneu-
mococcus. Out of 49 recent cases, staphylococcus was found in 38 
cases, type not stated was found in 5 cases, staphylococcus aureus was 
found in 28 cases, staphylococcus citreus in 2 cases, staphlococcus 
albus in 3 cases and streptococcus was found in 7 cases. Mixed stepto-
coccus and staphylococcus was found in 2 cases and pneumococcus 
was found in 2 cases. That is 77 per cent. were found to be staphyloccal. 
These organisms are carried to the bone by the blood stream, the 
route by which they reach the blood stream being yet somewhat 
debated. It is generally agreed that, however, they may get in thru 
septic sores, and sore throats and other infections of the mucous mem-
branes; sore throats ,however, is the commonest source of entry of the 
the organism. Kennedy in working on this disease found a note of a 
possible source of infection in only 44 cases, but these 44 amounted to 
79 per cent. of the cases where any note as to the presence or absence 
of a source of infection was made. In these cases, a septic condition 
of the skin was by far, the most common; there were 36 cases of septic 
foci in the skin, most of them septic sores, 1 a septic burn; 1 case in an 
infant of two weeks old was apparently due to umbilical sepsis; 1 
was a boil on the neck and another multiple superficial abscesses. 
The other foci found were 2 cases of whitlow and 6 of tonsillitis; but 
3 of thes2 latter had also skin sepsis. It would appear, therefore, that 
the organisms usually reach the blood by the skin a conclusion borne 
out by the predominance of staphlococci as the causative organisms, 
for if the tonsils were the common site of entrance streptococcal cases 
should predominate for they are the organisms usually found in cases 
of septic tonsillitis. Again, if the intestinal mucosa be the site of entry, 
we would fine the bacillus coli communis more commonly the causative 
organism. Moreover, acute epiphysitis is much more common in the 
poorer classes than in the well-to-do. This is usually explained by 
saying that the better classes are better nourished, but the disease 
usually attacks healthy looking well, nourished children. The children 
of the better classes play, and are probably nearly as much exposed to 
injury as the children of the poor; so that the trauma will not, I think, 
explain this greater frequency in the poor. Septic sores are however, 
very much rarer in the well-to-do classes and moreover if children of 
this class have a more serious septic skin lesion they are so nursed and 
coddled that they run little risk of trauma, the great predisposing 
cause. This greater frequency of acute epiphysitis in the poor, then, 
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may be regarded as confirmatory evidence that the source of infection 
is a septic skin lesion in the great majority of cases. 
The first theory that occurs to explain why the organism in the 
blood should settle in the epiphyseal region of a bone and set up acute 
inflammation there, is that the disease is due to a specific organism 
which has a predilection for newly formed bone. This view Dolbey 
adopted in 1906. It, however, does not hold since several varieties 
-0f organisms are found varying presumeably with the source of in-
fection. Some may explain this in that in cases where organisms other 
t han staphylococcus aureus are found t he disease is not a typical one 
and does not truly belong to this group, but this is, however, not the 
case since in both streptococcal and pneumococcal cases one finds 
they are both identical and would lead one to think t hat they were 
quite typical and genuine. 
Trauma has long been recognized as the chief cause in t his condi-
tion. This is shown in the greater frequency of disease in males. 
Moreover, up to three years of age, the disease is very uncommon and 
more than half the cases occur between thirteen and seventeen years, 
a period of great activity. 
We find that epiphysitis is found more often in the upper end of 
the Tibia, lower end of the femur and upper end of the humerus, each 
being the most active epiphyses in the region. Thompson and Miles 
attribute this inflammation at the end of the bones, in a part to the 
arrangement of the vessels. The arteries run in t he long axis of the 
bone and send in capillary loops just under the epiphyseal cartilage. 
It is, however, hard to see why micro-organisms should stick in these 
loops and moreover, this does not account for the disease being limited 
to t he growing age, for the arteries and capillaries retain very much 
the same arrangement in adult life. In growing bone, vessels spring 
from these loops and grow vertically upward for a space, then join to 
form fresh loops. These vessels must at some period form blind alleys 
into which orga1:1isms may easily be driven and entrapped. This is, it 
seems, the reason why acute inflammation always attacks t he epiphy-
seal line. The bigger t he epiphyses and the more active the growth, 
the more of these bacterial traps there will be, and t he greater the 
liability to acute epiphysitis, which explains largely why we find the 
disease in some parts and not in others. Now organisms would in this 
way be entrapped only for a short time and when the loop is completed 
be driven on again. Unless the organisms be numerous or virulent, 
the patient escapes epiphysit is, but if trausma occurs, wit h perhaps 
some effusion of blood, even a single organisms, perhap, placed at 
such an advantage may grow and multiply and cause a dangerous 
condition. It is noticeable, that is bones more rarely affected, there is 
almost always a history of trauma. The disease then may be due to 
any organism, generally straphylococcus because the site of entry is 
usually the skin, which settles in the epiphyseal line for purely mechan-
ical reasons dependent" on the anatomy of growing bone. 
In diagnosing t he cases we find the sudden onset of pains near a 
joint, the bright eyes and flushed face, the rigors, delirium at night and 
occasional vomiting. The difficulties in diagnosing depend upon the 
condition of the patient when seen. If there is pus under the periosteum 
in any large amount, there will be a red tender fluctua ting swelling. 
Here the condition has to be distinguished from cellulit is and abscess . 
• 
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If the patient is very ill, with a history of delirium and rigors or if there 
is fluid in one of the neighboring joints the diagnosis of acute epiphysitis 
is fairly safe. Very often ,however, it is impossible to make a certain 
diagnosis until the abscess is opened, when the introduction of the 
finger and the feeling of bare bone immediately settles the diagnosis. 
If pus be found in the joint of a child, unless there is some obvious 
mode of infection it is nearly always due to acute epiphysitis. 
¥le now, however, come to more difficult cases to diagnose, t hose 
in which there is no obvious inflammatory swelling. They are usually 
mistaken for acute rheumatism. As a rule, the history will put one 
on the right track. The pain usually starts in one joint and on close 
inquiry, not in, but near one joint, and has remained there since. 
There is often a history of delirium at night and perhaps of rigors. 
If this is the case, one must be careful in his diagnosing of rheumatism, 
and where the pain is always in one joint and one joint only, he should 
be very careful in his search for evidence of acute epiphysit is. A 
tender spot should be searched for, near t he epiphysis. Sometimes 
a little discolored patch like a bruise will point to t he tender spot. 
An early case of acute epiphysitis, especially if in a deep seated b:me, 
may be very difficult to diagnose; but this difficulty becomes much 
greater when the disease has started with pains in two or three or 
even many before joints finally settling in one. The mortality is high, 
higher than that of enteric fever or pneumonia, much higher than t hat 
of acute appendicitis. It was in t he ten years, 1901-1910, 34.6 per cent . 
The majority of the cases die from pyaemia. Secondary hemorrhage 
accounts for a few deaths. In most cases the secondary hemorrhage is 
from t he popliteal or a large branch of the lower end of the femur. 
Even if t he patient escapes with his life the outlook is not very bright. 
The average stay in the hospit al is twelve weeks, and few cases are 
completely healed when discharged. In every case where the pus is 
formed under t he periosteum in a child, the compact bone should be 
chiselled away and t he medulla explored. If t he medulla is not ob-
viously diseased, the surgeon may be content with removing a large 
window in the compact bone and this window should be as wide as t he 
bone in question, but the medulla should not be gouged out. If t he 
medulla is diseased, then the compact bone must be removed as far 
along t he shaft as the disease has spread and a little further and t he 
diseased medulla, gouged out. 
If the patients condition is very critical, probably a primary ampu-
tation is t he most rapid efficient operation, and should be done. It 
should, however, seldom be necessary. 
The chief hope of reducing the mortality centers in early and radical 
operation. Possibly in t he future vaccines may be used. At any rate, 
epiphysitis is a very important disease and it is up to us as medical 
men in the future to·· help combat it. 
CHARLES M. KENNEDY, Epiphysilis. British Medical Journal, 2d Ed. 191 2. 
"SOMEWHAT DEEP" 
Nice Man: "I don' t like to sit down in the front row! !" 
Nice Girl : "We'll have to dear, or the people behind us can't see." 
Instruments and school supplies- that's us.- Watters & Stoney. 
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THE BASE HOSPITAL UNIT 
The University should be and is very much interested in the 
Nebraska base hospital No. 49. It is headed by a Nebraska graduate, 
and faculty member, Dr. A. C. Stokes, whose rank is Major. Most of 
t he Unit itself is composed of men connected with our school, either as 
graduates, as students or as members of the t eaching staff. The 
unit will be called within two months and we are assured that of all 
hospitals unit that go " over t here" this unit will show this state and 
this country that they are a real patriotic medical organization. 
The Personnel of the University of Nebraska Base Hospital No. 
49 is as follows: 
The Staff 
Director, A. C. Stokes, Major . .. ......... ................ . . Omaha 
Surgical 
Major C. A. Hull . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .............. ... . Omaha 
Captain J. B. Potts.. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . .. Omaha 
Captain J. B. Patton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . . Omaha 
Captain J . R. Nilsson . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... .. Omaha 
Captain Oliver Chambers . ... ... . . . .. . . .. .. Rock Springs, Wyoming 
Lieutenant E. M. Thompson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Lincoln 
Lieutenant Abraham Greenberg... . . . . . . . .......... .. Omaha 
Lieutenant John S. Sims. . . . . . .. North Platte 
Lieutenant R. C. Panter . . . . . . . . . .... . Dorchester 
Medical 
Major E. L. Bridges. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . Omaha 
Captain G. W. Dishong.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... Omaha 
Captain J. C. Waddell. . ..... . . . ..... ... . .. . . . . Pawnee City 
Lieutenant C. C. Moore .. ........... . .... . . . ....... .. Pawnee City 
Lieutenant H. E. Flansberg .... . .. . . . . ..... . .. .. .......... Lincoln 
Lieutenant L. 0. Riggert . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .... Omaha 
Lieutenant D. B. Parks . . . ... .... . ... Laramie, Wyoming 
Laboratory 
Captain E. W. Rowe. . . . . . . . . .. .... . . .. . . .. . . . .... . Lincoln 
Lieutenant G. W. Covey . .. .......... . ......... . . . .. . .... . Lincoln 
Lieutenant M . J. Breuer . ... . ............. . ..... . . . .. .. .. Lincoln 
Lieutenant Sanford Gifford . .. .. ... ......... . . .......... . .. Omaha 
Dental 
Lieutenant G. M. Boehler ..... . ..... ......... .. . . . . .... . .. . Alma 
Lieutenant F. W. Webster ........... . .... . . ........ ...... Lincoln 
Registrar, Victor Dietz . ..... .. .... ... .... ... .. ........ ... Omaha 
Laboratory Technicians 
Miss Eva O'Sullivan ... ....... .. .... .. .......... . .. . ...... Omaha 
Miss Patricia Naughton . ............ . .... .... ... . . . South Omaha 
Dietetician 
Miss Muriel Rusland . . . ....... . ... . . . .... ...... . .. . ... ... Omaha 
Interpreter and Stenographer 
Miss Anne Gifford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Omaha 
Ne braska University Enlisted Men 
H . M. Dally . .. ... .. ............ . . ... . ..... .... ......... . Omaha 
Gilbert Loomis . .. ..... .. ..... . . . . . . . . . ... . ....... .... . . . Omaha 
Maurice Loomis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . . .... . Omaha 
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Oscar Anderson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... Aurora 
Harold Copeland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Beaver City 
Paul Conrad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Lincoln 
Fred Creutz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Wausa 
Irving Dana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. Lincoln 
Almond Davidson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Dorchester 
George Driver. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Battle-Creek 
Gustave Fuchs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . .... Stanton 
Everett Garrison. . . . . . . . . . . . Summerfield, Kansas 
Richard Grant.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Beatrice 
Walter Herbert. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . ... . .. .. .. Lincoln 
Myron Johnson.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lincoln 
Frank Kohn ..... . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Beaver City 
Harold Kray bill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Abilene, Kansas 
Hugh Otoupalik . . . . . David City 
Lavid Potter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lincoln 
John W. Redelfs. . . . .... . ... . .. . Lincoln 
Leonard Redelfs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lincoln 
Alfred I. Reese... . . . . . . . . . . .... ... ... Randolf 
Leslie E. Sauer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. Strong 
Edward Simanek. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ... Prague 
Carel ton Taylor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . . . . ...... . . .. ... Lincoln 
Myril Vanderpool . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . .... Lincoln 
Anton Vansina . . . .... .. ... . ........ . ... .... . . . ... .. . .. .. . Prague 
I van Worley . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . .. .. , Lincoln 
HE IS PURE GOLD 
·The man was sincere, honest and serious. And these are three 
strong characteristics. He practiced the Golden Rule for he believed 
in it. He had a set of habits that did not interfere with his taking 
advantage of the early hours of natural sleep. He worked pleasantly 
and persistently to improve his mind, protect his body and to advance 
science. He was t houghtful and very t horough in his work. He had 
a practical and a highly specialized theoretical education. He excelled 
in one line. He was some man. He was pure gold. 
He was tall and perhaps might be called thin. His long, bony hands 
were usually stained with all the colors of the rainbow. His movements 
were awkward but his tecnique was wonderful. His dress was more or 
less shiftless and he could not be called neat. He was liked by every 
student who came into contact with him. He put over a course that 
made a hit with every student that took it. He put over a course 
where students learned something and were forced to learn it in such a 
way as not to forget it. He was pure gold. 
He liked a good joke and could have as much fun out of it as a 
school boy gets out of the thought of a vacation. He could tell a joke 
in class and get away with it most of the time. He did not get angry 
when some of the students cracked back at him. His laugh was loud 
and high pitched, but when he laughed, which he did quite often, he 
made every one else in the room laugh with him. He was pure gold. 
He was never too busy to stop his work, and he was al.ways busy-
and help anyone who came to him. He would do anything for any 
student at any time. He did all one man could do for the student 
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and then worried for fear he was not doing enough. He fought hard 
for the students and drew no mire slinging from anyone for it. He 
was some man. He was pure gold. 
This man is a member of our school and his name is printed on the 
next page. If you do not get acquainted with this fellow you better for 
you will need his help and friendship and he will welcome yours. He 
is some man. He is pure gold. · 
LIBRARY NOTES 
Many interesting books have been purchased since the last issue; 
among them a good collection on the war, historical as well as medical. 
Military Orthopoedus-Colonel Sir Robert Jones. 
Treatment of Infected Wounds- Carrel & Dehelly. 
Notes for Army Medical Officers-Lieut. Col. Goodwin. 
Medical Diseases of t he War-Arthur F. Hurst. 
Private Peat- Harold R. Peat . 
Carry On-Coningsby Dawson. 
Student in Arms- Hankey. 
Over the Top- A. G. Empey. 
Almost the entire volume of the December 1917 number of Progres-
sive Medicine is taken up by the Progressive in Military Surgery 
written by Joseph Bloodgood, M. D. 
Besides these we have received the following: 
Poliomyelitis- Ruhrah & Mayer. 
Modern Medicines, the latest edition, 5 volumes- Osler & McCrae. 
Roentgen Technic- Prince. 
Obstetrics (new edition)-Williams. 
Diseases of Women-Crossen. 
Talks on Obstetrics-La Vake. 
Handbook of Gynecology- De Roulet. 
Physiological Chemistry- Pettibone. 
Roentgen Diagnosis of Diseases of the Alimentary Canal-Carmen. 
Kolmer- Infection, Immunity and Specific Therapy, New ed. 1917. 
Stengel & Fox- T extbook of Pathology. 
Adami & McCrae- Textbook of Pathology. 
Mallory- Textbook of Pathology. 
McCallum-Textbook of Pathology. 
HALLIE WILSON- Librarian. 
THE AMERICAN FLAG 
You wonderful banner of the brave! You starry flag of America! 
How you float in lazy folds in time of peace! But, now that war is 
on, you seem to spread in a streaming blaze of battle cry for our com-
rades to defend you. From the wave-rocked topmast, to the strong 
arms of American color-bearer, there seems to be a call from the flag 
that comes to every man's conscience-the call of our blood and 
country. 
We have a flag and a wonderful flag pole at our school, but the flag 
torn by the many winds that it has floated in, is old. To be sure we 
love our flag whether it is old or new, but when it has doneGts duty 
it should be given a rest and a new one put up to show that our 
spiri t is still young and fresh and pulsating. WE WANT A NEW 
U. N . C. 11!. PULSL~ I, 
FLAG ON THAT FLAG POLE AND WE WANT IT TAKEN 
DOWN EVERY EVENI G AT SUN DO'\iVN A1 D WE WANT IT 
RAISED EVERY MORNI IG AT SUN UP. 
(Dr. Poynter will get up a t sun-rise.) 
LITTLE THINGS 
By Wm. F . Waugh, M. D., Editorial Staff 
The American J ournal of Clinical Medicine 
In truth, there are no litt le things, for t he veriest trifle may to the 
inquiring mind, prove to have a significance too deep for words. A 
li t tle child gazes into a stranger's face and draws away from him. 
Would you trust that man? A look of levity on solemn occasions of 
boredom when matters of deep interest are discussed may indicate in 
a moment the character of a man. Speaking of character, do people 
realize what may be done to strengthen character by "little things?" 
Scrupulous honesty about t rifles- paying for a .postage stamp belonging 
to the firm , but used for private purpose, or for any ot her similar 
supply, is an exercise t hat goes far to cul tivate keenness of conscience 
and personal uprightness. Punctilious attention to Minor duties be-
gets the habit of similar attention to all duties. It is said that no man 
is a hero to his valet- but why shouldn 't he be? 
More, why not be a hero to himself? Let a man be to himself 
what he would prefer t he world should think him. If he is alone, let 
him practice t hat same absolute cleanliness of body and of thought, 
that he would if in a king's drawing-room. The woman · who asked if 
she should "wash for a high or a low necked dress" made her vulgarity 
proverbial. The man who manicures his toenails has the respect even 
of them who tell of it in derision. When a cer tain man was a child 
he used to go to his father's office in the county court-house and ask 
for pens, paper, etc. Noticing his father a lways dropped a penny into 
the county drawer after giving him the supply, t he boy asked why 
this was done, and if t he county did not supply these articles for his 
fat her's use. T he reply was : "Yes, but not for the use of my fami\y ." 
The impression made was so deep t hat half a century later the boy 
could not make such lit tle embezzlemen ts without shame. 
But, again, one should not fall into t he opposite error of estimating 
little t hings too highly. A bookkeeper who spends four dollars worth 
of time searching for a ten-cent error is not consulting his employer's 
interests if he has other important work that is meanwhile neglected. 
One fault need not blind us to a dozen good qualities, and in judging 
every fellow-being we must strike a balance- there are no perfect 
characters. It is women who are most prone to be swayed by in-
consequential considerations, yet none of us is exempt. The cultivation 
of the judicial faculty is by no means a little thing. 
"Trifles make perfection, and perfection is no trifle," said Michael 
Angelo. 
Anything and everything in the line of medical instruments and 
all guaranteed.- " '\¥atston Co." 
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money refunded- so says the Wat-
ston Company. 
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OUR DUTY 
The question of our duty to the world and to our country at this 
time of war cannot be talked of too much. The government wants us 
to stay in school and become doctors and from the outlook, it appears 
that all the students of the school have accepted the government's 
advice and are going to do this. However, there is another side to the 
story. When we were released from the draft, it simply meant that 
someone else had to go in our places. It meant that some other poor 
soul would be dragged into the struggle whether or not he was willing 
to go. This individual who is filling your shoes in one of the canton-
ments or across the creek in the first line trenches is looking back over 
his shoulder and wondering what you are doing. He has accepted the 
exchange of places without a murmur, and is making good in the ex-
change. Now he is asking you to make good for him. All that he is 
asking you to do is to study and work faithfully and as a result pass 
into being a doctor of medicine. This fellow who is taking your place 
has the right to ask this of you, and if you fail thru lack of study, and 
get kicked out of school, you should feel about the meanest man on 
earth. The school is watching you and watching you closely, because 
it has decided that you are going to pay your debt to that boy in khaki 
honestly and fairly. If you are failing ,think this over a little and see 
if it won't help you to work just a little bit harder. Get in line or "get-
thehelloutofhere." - --- ---
DR. CUTTER ATTENDS MEETING OF THE AMERICAN ASSO-
ASSOCIATION OF MEDICAL COLLEGES 
Dean Cutter attended the meeting of the American Association of 
Medical Colleges held in Chicago, February 3-5. Discussions of special 
interest to students were the continuous session of medical schools 
during the period of the war and the throwing back into the draft 
list of all the names of medical students not keeping up with their 
college work. Deans of all medical colleges were instructed to keep 
in close touch and work in co-operation with the War Department. 
To Dr. Cutter was given the honor of being elected one of two 
new members of the Executive Council; Dean Lambert of Columbia, 
Dean Bardeen of Wisconsin and Dean Dyer of Tulane, being the other 
three on this council. Dr. Cutter was also retained on the pedigogical 
committee. - - - ----
THE SILVAN KEY 
He was my friend, I, his friend. He was a clever guy, I, but a plain, 
blunt man. We came up to the great university togetl:Er, and for 
one sweet year, we were as close in our friendship as two blades of the 
same knife. Then he got to chumming around with the profs. But 
still, we hung together- until that fatal day, when he gained the priv-
ileges of the library. We drifted apart, he had entered the inner 
sanctuary of Minerva- and I, I knew nothing but the public revels of 
Bacchus. I was the fated inevitable. He studied in the library, I 
in the frat house dorm. 
He is climbing toward a P. B. K, 
My steps are turned toward Brause's. 
I am no more to him than the troublesome wind of the campus. 
But my heart-aches . 
• 
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ALL STEEL TABLES 
FACTS AND NEAR FACTS 
Flies Walking on the Ceiling 
Dr. Rombouts, a noted scientist, proved by experimenta tion t hat 
the true theory of t he walking flies on smooth surfaces is t hat they 
hang on by the help of capillary adhesion. The general opinion is 
that the fly does t his through a secretion of a viscous substance in the 
hairs on· its feet; or by miniature air-pumps in its feet. 
The Microscope 
It is generally understood that t he first microscope was made in 
1590 by a Hollander named Zacharias Jansen. The discovery of the 
magnifying power of the simple lens was made probably long before 
t he Christian era. "And to think t his instrument is new to most of 
us- and yet it is such an ancient affair." 
Petrifaction 
Petrifaction is simply the substitution of an organic substance by 
an inorganic, a tom by atom. Only true human bone pertifaction has 
ever been found. "The Fossil Man of Mentone", discovered in 1873-
74. As a molecule of bone decays, a molecule of stone will replace it. 
These fossils are of great age and aid us in knowing that the existence 
of man upon the earth was at a period of very great antiquity. 
Vaccination 
Dr. Edward Jenner, an English physician, discovered vaccination 
as a preventive of smallpox. Dr. Jenner, through his valuable ex-
perimental work, gave the medical world something that today is a 
most necessary practice in order to keep the United States Army from 
disease. 
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Our Prescription Department 
Is Very Complete 
Graduate Pharmacist in Charge 
BARNES' 
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40th and Dodge Sts . 
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THE A. B. C. OF SURGERY 
A's for Appendix 
You never can tell 
If you don't do it quickly 
The guy might get well. 
B is t he Bladder 
Tucked way out of sight-
If you don't drink too hearty, 
It' ll hold thro the night. 
C's for Consultant; 
Rolls up in his car, 
Gets twenty-five dollars, 
Gives Doc- a cigar. 
D is the Doctor, 
So zealous and thrifty, 
Who sends us our cases 
And wants fifty-fifty . 
E's Empyaema, 
Or pus in the chest; 
Resect a few ribs 
And hope for the best. 
F is for Fracture, 
A painful affair; 
Put the two ends together, 
And then keep 'em there. 
G's the Gall Bladder-
A lucrative ground 
For surgeons to dig in, 
And throw stones around. 
H is House Surgeon, 
Omniscient and proud, 
A Czar for six months-
And t hen lost in the crowd. 
I is for Irides, 
Which limit the light ; 
The spy's shot at dawn, 
But they dilate at night. 
J's the Jejunum, 
Which means "empty" in Latin ; 
The inside's like tripe 
And the outside like satin. 
K is for Kink, 
Which delights Mr. Lane; 
It's one of those t hings 
Which gives you a pain. 
L is for Ligature ; 
Be sure it's on tigh t, 
If it ever works loose 
It may mean "Good Night." 
• 
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ROHLFF THEATRE 
OSCAR ROHLFF, Manager 
2559 Leavenworth Street Douglas 876 
The Home of Quality Photoplays 
SUNDAY: Continuous Performance, 2 :00-3 :45-5 :30-7: 15-9 :00 
EVENING: Performances 7:15 and 9:00 
· ··· JacoJ,s-i,ee1Jl'ug5lol'e · . 
PHONE DOUGLAS ~185. OMAHA. NEB 
A Full Line of EASTMAN KODAKS 
and Supplies are on display at our Store 
M is for Mohel, 
The first Specialist; 
If they all disappeared, 
Not one would be missed. 
N is for Nipples 
Which infants hold dear; 
Why fellows should have them 
Tome's not quite clear. 
0 is for Orderly, 
Or Valet de Pan; 
In census reports 
He's classed "middleman." 
P is for Urine, 
Amber or pink, 
It comes in a bottle, 
And goes in the sink. 
Q stands for Quacks, 
Of which there are many; 
If the public were wise, 
There wouldn't be any. 
R is for Rectoscope, 
Fancy or plain; 
Don't leave it inside-
You may need it again. 
S is for Speculum, 
Nickeled and polished; 
Its use is a toy 
Should by law be abolished. 
T is for Tonsils, 
Some kids have them still; 
If you don't take them out, 
Some other guy will. 
U's Umbilicus, 
A dimpled affair 
That once came in handy-
So let's leave it t here. 
V's Vivisection, • 
Whereby science strives. 
Using pussies and bow-wows, 
To save human lives. 
Wis Wet Nurse, 
Or babies' buffet; 
Soon they too will strike 
For an eight-hour day. 
X is the X-Ray, 
How it helps us along! 
But alas, quite as often 
It shows we were wrong. 
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Studying Medicine is Not a Bed of Rosea . . .. 
Visit THE FLOWER SHOP 
40TH AND FARNAM STS. 
Give Ua Your Order Telephone Harney 284 
More Convenient than Down Town A,k for Cut-Flower Department 
CHICAGO TAILORING COMPANY 
3918 Farnam Street 
CLOTHES MADE TO ORDER 
CLEANING, PRESSING AND REPAIRING 
Telephone Harney 5400 Work Called For and Delivered 
Lathrop"s Prescription Pharmacy 
HEADQUARTERS FOR 
STUDENTS' SUPPLIES 
Corner 40th and Farnam Sts. Phone Harney 3216 
Y is for Youth, Z's the Zygoma, 
At which Pop Time tugs; Between you and me 
Old Metchnikoff thought it Not much to rave over, 
A question of bugs. Still- it starts with a Z. 
-Cyril Barnard, M. D., The Medical Pickwick. 
VARIOUS FACTS 
It is found that one marriage in twenty is barren-five per cent. 
One woman in twenty, one man in thirty, or about four per cent. 
The greatest percentage of deaths from consumption occur in 
Maine. 
A man's intellect and judgement is ~trongest between the age of 
forty and fifty. 
An elephant may live to be 300 years old; though most of them are 
held in captive about 75 years. 
The spiral red stripe on a barber's pole symbolizes the winding of 
a bandage around the arm of a patient upon whom the barber had 
operated in the capacity of a plupician. Years ago, when the operation 
of bleeding was greatly practical, blood-letting formed a part of the 
duties of a barber. 
Sleeplessness 
Nothing lowers the vital forces more than sleeplessness, which may 
be generally traced to one of four causations: (1) mental worry; (2) 
disordered stomach; (3) excessive muscular exertion; (4) functional 
or organic disease. "Boys, this is a different way of expressing a night 
out.'' -------
Anything and everything in the line of medical instruments and 
all guaranteed.- "Watston Co." 
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for your own sake 
be sure it's 
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MULFORD'S BIOLOGICALS 
Parke-Davis Co.'s Glaseptic Ampoules 
J . HARVEY G REEN, Prop. 
16th and Howard Douglas 846 
ASTIGAMATIC LOVE 
Life was rosy-cheeked and glowing until the accused day when I , 
entered college. Always I had passed through life in cont inual ecstasy, 
admiring the pretty girls t hat nature had placed in my path. There 
were no homely girls in existence- all were blue-eyed, rosy, charming, 
beautiful. But I came to the University, and they tested my eyes, 
and they encased them in spectacles. And oh! the difference to me. 
Life is now a terrible thing ; t he erstwhile visions have become night-
mares, and t here no more pretty women in the world. Distrust of the 
senses has curdled my milk of human kindness and left me an old, 
old man before my time. 
Sophomores-T alk to Stony or Watters about that o. b . grip you' re 
going to need next semester. 
" THAT FEELING" 
When you're taking a lady just out for a walk, 
And the moments pass painfully, trying t o talk, 
And you gratefully see her front door step in sight, 
And you 're t hanking the Lord for removing your pligh t, 
And t he doorstep is reached and you're saying goodbye, 
And you're turning to go and are heaving a sigh, 
And an eager voice calls and her mother you see, 
"Oh you really can't go; we expect you to tea," 
Aint it a hell of a feeling?. 
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35 Years of Successful Photography 
WHY EXPERIMENT? 
T 
Special Rate• to Graduate• $2.SO and $5.00 a Dozen 
THE HEYN STUDIO 16th and Howard Sts. 
Phone Harney 194 Prompt Delivery Service 
ROSENBLUM BROS. 
GROCERIES AND MEATS 
103-105 North 40th Street 
Printing Die Stamping 
Note Books 
The Popular 1-P Line 
Now larger than ever 
Fountain Pens 
Conklin's and Waterman's 
Box Papers 
Typewriting Papers 
Drawing or Mapping Pens 
Pencils and Pens of all kinds 
Card Engraving Monograms 
Omaha Stationery Co. 
"Stationery that Satiafiea" 




We have every known make for 
rent and for sale. Very fow prices. 
Rent applied on purchase. We guar, 
antee our rebuilt machis:ies equal to 
new in every way and we save you 




1903 FARNAM ST. 
Established 13 years 
Phone Douilas ~121 
"Typewriters we sell to you, 
Are rebuilt ones aa good aa new." 
MEDICAL STUDENTS- A REMINDER 
Baggage Checked to Destination 
THE ONLY WAY 
Let Us See Your Tickets at Our City Office 
OMAHA TRANSFER CO. 
309 South 14th Street 
W. 0. W. Bldg. Agents at All Stations 
Phone Douglas 295 
Phone Harney 284 Prompt Delivery Service 
.. We Have Our Own Bakery" 
WILKE & MITCHELL CO. 
Dealer• in Staple and Fancy 
GROCERIES AND MEATS 
Fruita and Ve,retablea in Seaaon 
3926 ... 30 Farnam Street OMAHA 
GIVE US YOUR NEXT PRINTING ORDER 
UP•TO·THE·MINUTI!:· PRINTING 
AT A REASONABLE PRICE 
PHONE DOUC:.LAS 644 
OUR l!:QUIPMENT ENABLES US 
TO HANDLE " RUSH" OROl!:RS 








"Cleco" construes SERVICE to mean immediate attention to 
the customer's wishes. 
"Cleco" SERVICE is a continuous performance of giving you 
what you want when you want it, and not just a one-
time effort to get your business. 
"Cleco" carries EVERYTHING for the Physician, Surgeon 
and Hospital, including a complete line of Surgical 
instruments and Dressings; Drugs, Biological Pro-
ducts and Chemicals; X-Ray Machines and Access-
ories; Operating Room and Laboratory Equipment; 
Office and Hospital Furniture; Sterilizers, all kinds 
and sizes; Leather and Rubber Goods of all descrip-
tions; Elastic Hosiery and Supporters; Trusses; Arti-
ficial Limbs and Deformity Apparatus. 
The W. G. Cleveland Company 
"The We.tern House for the Western Doctor" 
1410-12 Harney Street OMAHA, NEBR. 
Do you possess the "Cleco" catalog? If not, drop us a line. 
